
Proposed Integrated Reporting Architecture Using TMS and PTNS2 

Background 

PTNS2 is designed to provide notifications, with appropriate data, to ancillary systems based on a pre-
trip notification it receives. It currently would apply to a limited number of Northeast Federal VTRs and 
utilizes a web-based pre-trip notification interface. 

TMS is currently designed to receive VTR data from any source, store base data on the trip, and 
generate a Universal Trip ID.  

It is assumed that the basic recommendations of the FDDV process (which include a move to eVTRs and 
centralization of data storage) will be implemented over time. If not, much of this could be greatly 
complicated or impossible. 

In our view, it is not the purview of the system design team to drive the regulatory agenda, but rather to 
design and build a system capable of sustaining the FDDV vision. It is not appropriate therefore to delay 
development pending a largely political decision. This leads to a chicken or egg scenario which wastes 
time and resources. What is dependent on regulatory changes is the eventual vision of all VTRs being 
reporting electronically which represents the ideal situation.  

Purpose 

The purpose of this proposal is to offer a high level view of the overall architecture. It does not address 
issues of correctly connecting component reports to one another and in the initial deployment this will 
only occur through a cross reference from the pre-notified VTRs to the ancillary systems using PTNS2. 

Given the current state of reporting coast-wide it’s evident that the concept of fully implementing pre-
trip notifications for all reporting in all fisheries is impractical, a hybrid system that can accommodate 
scenarios where there is no pre-trip notification must be developed.  

A great deal of effort has gone into development of both TMS and PTNS and this proposed architecture 
leverages this work and integrates them together by connecting PTNS and TMS. In this architecture, 
PTNS processes all pre-notified VTRs, dispatching the notifications to the appropriate systems which 
initially are those in the NE but eventually will encompass systems outside the region such as the SE Trip 
Interview Program or state systems that may begin to require pre trip notifications.  

PTNS is proposed to be interconnected to TMS by providing base data to TMS on the pre-notifications 
and associated confirmation number to it. TMS will later use these data to: 

1. Prevent the assignment of a TMS UID on submission of the pre-trip notified VTR 
2. Use these data later to associate the VTR with subsequent transactions such as dealer reports. 

Software linking the various components together using an integrated approach will be developed over 
time as more jurisdictions move to e-reporting. It is not our intention to address those very complex 
issues here and we believe that given the constantly changing reporting landscape that solutions 
envisioned now would likely be obsolete well before they could be implemented.  

TMS will initially assign UIDs to all incoming eVTRs minus those with pre-trip notifications.  



Below represents the two basic eVTR transactions impacted and is consistent with the Phase 1 
implementation recommended by the Steering Committee.  

Scenario 1 VTR with pre-trip notification: 

• Pre Trip Notifications go to PTNS  
• PTNS creates confirmation #  
• PTNS distributes notifications as required. 
• PTNS provides base data and notification # to TMS 
• TMS does not assign a new UID when the pre-notified VTRs posts to the DB 

 
Scenario 2, VTR w/o pre-trip notification 
 

• eVTRs request UID from TMS either as part of a hail out or trip submission 
• As the systems evolve, TMS maintains cross-references for reports (VTRs, Dealer Reports etc) as 

the reporting matrix is developed.  
 
In both scenarios, a ‘master cross reference’ must be created as reports are associated with one 
another. It is the master reference that provides the primary benefit of integrated reporting. New 
software for data collection will be designed to leverage the UID assignments and create an 
integrated environment rather than the matching one that presently exists.  

 
 

 


